Industrial Molds Group Wishes
You All a Happy New Year!
2015 was a great year for Industrial
Molds Group as we added more technology and
capacity in order to help our customers meet
increasing quality requirements and timeline
commitments. We also invested in upgrades
and capacity at our sister company, Pyramid
Plastics, an injection molding company located
just five miles from Industrial Molds.
These investments include an allelectric Toshiba press (our 4th new press in the
last 18 months), new LED lighting throughout
the plant, and a new Micro-Vu vision system
(with 900x magnification) as the cornerstone of
our completely re-vamped quality lab. In

addition to offering high quality molding
services to a myriad of customers, Pyramid also
acts as a mold trial service for Industrial.
Utilizing Pyramid's 30 presses, we are able to
quickly and cost effectively validate our molds,
so when they get to the customer, they are
ready to produce quality parts on day one.
At Industrial Molds Group, we believe
that an investment in our future is an
investment in the future of our customers.
Success doesn't come by accident; it's
intentional and strategic.
Motivational speaker Tony Robbins
once said, "Change is inevitable; progress is
optional." In our industry there have been many
changes - some good and some real
challenges! We like to think that we were able to
turn challenges into opportunities for success,
and as a result have made much progress in our
business this past year.
We want to thank each and every one
of our customers who helped make Industrial
Molds Group successful in 2015, and who will
continue with us throughout 2016. We hope we
have helped make your business better and
your mold engineering experience easier. It's
certainly been a pleasure to work with each of
you and we look forward to helping you on your
upcoming mold programs and continued
success in 2016.

Sincerely,

Industrial Molds, Inc.
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